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Enterprise Software Packaging
Software packagers, CSOs and, CFOs have long wished for
simple, secure, and cost-eﬀective solutions for standardizing,
automating, and securing software packaging processes.
Whether you’re dealing with classic or modern packaging
formats, RayPack Studio is the answer for both experienced
software packagers and newcomers. RayPack Studio is the
ideal solution for higher quality and efficiency in your packaging projects.

Application
Readiness

Software
Evaluation

Not only can RayPack Studio help with software packaging
and virtualization, but it also covers all your packaging tasks:
conflict and compatibility checks for software applications
and packages, as well as software evaluations and quality
assurance.

Software
Packaging

Quality
Assurance

Unbelievably simple. Unbelievably future-oriented.
Unbelievably powerful.

The packaging community agrees:
RayPack Studio is not only the solution when it comes to newer and faster, but also simpler ways to make processes even more
efficient and speed them up many times over.

Create reliable packages for software deployment
IT departments face constant changes: migrating to Windows
11, continuously shorter release cycles, cloud computing,
Bring-your-own-devices, and much more. RayPack Studio supports you in packaging, re-packaging and visualizing software
applications.

Creating and editing software package formats, including MSI,
MST, MSP, MSIX, App Layering as well as virtual formats such as
App-V, SWV, and ThinApp, has never been easier.

Classic and virtual packaging (e.g. MSI,
MST, MSIX, App-V, macOS, ThinApp,
App Layering)
Snapshot based repackaging of legacy
installations
Creation and fully automatic publishing
of Intune packages
Multi-project ready (resources, profiles,
templates, etc.)

Why choose RayPack Studio

Developed by packagers for packagers
As a German software developer and service provider, we
are able to react quickly to changing project needs with our
software packaging solution. Our years of experience are a
substantial part of product development.

Future-oriented technologies
Take advantage of classic technologies and modern functions.
Thanks to our technology partnership with Microsoft, our
solution is pioneering the way with future-oriented functions,
such as those for the new packaging format MSIX.

Everything under one roof
RayPack Studio provides you with all the tools you need for
the entire packaging process and ensures automatic and
simple execution.

Guaranteed time and cost savings
Perfectly tailored software solutions ensure smooth processes
that automatically save time and costs.
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Speed up your work processes significantly
Where standard installer practices fail, RayPack Studio is
setting new standards. Intuitive and easy to use wizards guide
you through classic packaging tasks: from repackaging to
generating Windows Installer transform data to executing
complex request scenarios..

RayPack Studio provides for support for beginners and access
for seasoned professionals. The components allow you to
implement well-designed processes that can manage and
execute EALM tasks for you.

Easily generate PowerShell App Deployment Toolkit
wrappers
Complex scripts and long command lines belong in the past
for packagers.
Raypack Studio raises packaging standards by providing a
library of pre-defined installation and configuration options
that allow you to Drag & Drop your way to packaging success.
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Realize Citrix App Layering projects
Not only can you create application layers, but you can also
convert, edit, and save them as well. The innovative technology
provides flexibility, saving time and helping to solve typical
challenges such as large and unnecessary data quantities as
well as conflicts in the individual application layers.
RayPack Studio closes the gaps in app layers and VDI that arise
when using Citrix app layering technologies once and for all.

Record system states
for repackaging

Individual adjustments for MSI-based
installations

Provide access to your packaging
factory for your entire team

Reduce repetitive processes with
pre-packaged software

Create and edit packaging projects
in advanced or visual editor.

Easy management of standardized
packaging routines

Reduce repetitive processes with pre-packaged software
Pre-configured, quality-assured, and immediately deployable software packages keep you on schedule, ensure rapid
deployment, and ease the burden on your IT team.
Generate deployment-ready software packages at the click
of a button using selected configurations. Complete package

Stay on plan with
immediate availability

documentation is automatically created with every new
software package, recording all the adjusted settings.
A combination that pays: With the Package Store integration in RayPack Studio, you can integrate your software
package directly along with your customized configurations.

Gain independence
from deployment
systems with universal
formats

Get intelligent and efficient process management
RayFlow manages and monitors complete packaging workflows, from package requests to deployment and from the
individual packager up to management.
Not only does RayFlow gather and provide all the important
information for a job in a central location, but it also acts as a
link between teams and the software products they use.
We’ve purposefully designed the solution to give you the
maximum of flexibility, so your teams can adapt processes in
packaging processes to meet their specific needs.
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Central starting point for everyone
Unify teams worldwide – from those responsible for applications all the way up to management.
Intelligent process management
Speed up packaging processes through
defined, customer-specific, and editable phases,
and a high-performance tracking system for
SLA management.
Compatible with every solution
Standard interfaces for RayManageSoft, MECM,
Matrix42 Empirum, Ivanti DSM, Omnitracker,
USU License Manager & IT Service Management, ServiceNow, and many more.
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Complete software packaging solution
RayPack Studio delivers numerous innovative functions and
components, covering the entire software packaging process
end-to-end and ensuring flawless software deployment..

Application
Readiness

Create professional packaging guides
Create professional evaluation documentation including all
customer requests and configurations. The solution for every
kind of documentation task that requires sequential presentation of text and images.
Benefits:
• Automated job preparation for packaging and a significant
portion of quality assurance
• Up to 96% savings in time and reduction in errors caused by
manual activity

Software
Packaging

Our perfectly matched software solutions guarantee you
efficient processes and faster processes.

Check the readiness of your software packages
Automatically perform collision and compatibility checks for
operating systems and virtualizations.
Benefits:
• Along with software applications and packages, you can
also check merge modules, legacy setups, and
OS-snapshots for compatibility issues.
• The results are communicated through extensive reports.

Software
Evaluation

Create reliable packages for software deployment
Create professional software packages and take advantage of
a large variety of package formats. The functionalities
support the complete range of packaging processes remotely
in virtual environments, e.g., managing, starting, stopping, or
executing on clients and servers.
Benefits:
• Creation of classical, virtual, and modern package formats in
a centralized solution
• Low-code approach to creating and editing packages
quickly and easily

Best practice workflows for application lifecycle
management
The workflow management solution that not only gathers
and provides all the important information for a job in a
central location, but it also acts as a link between teams and
the software products they use.
Benefits:
• High-performance tracking system for SLA management
• Connect teams worldwide – from those responsible for
applications all the way up to management.

Workflow
Management

Automatically ensure the quality of your software
packages
We’ve designed a rule-based technology that can be used in
any sector to create and execute test criteria in one or many
checklists.
Benefits:
• Increase the quality of software rollouts through multi
phase, standardized test plans
• Plug-in interfaces allow you to integrate existing scripts into
a checklist

Quality
Assurance

Analyzed, quality assured, and deployment ready
software packages
With RayPackage’s integrated configurator, you can easily
customize all the configuration options supplied by the
manufacturer.
Benefits:
• More than 10,000 immediately available software packages
• Reliable planning and budget control
• No packaging know-how necessary
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Why Raynet
As a global software vendor with market-leading solutions and
complementary managed services, we make successful end-to-end
management of IT projects and operations possible.
Following the mission “Discover to Manage”, our vision is that
all companies worldwide achieve transparency and security as well
as optimization of their IT investments by using our technologies..

Get in touch
For more information, call our sales team at +49 5251/54009-0
or write to sales@raynet.de.
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